In this paper, we extend a recent piece of work on low-weight polynomial form integers (LWPFIs) 
Introduction
In [1] , Low-weight polynomial form integers (LWPFIs) are defined as integers that can be represented in a degree-l monic polynomial form, f (t) = t l + f l−1 t l−1 + · · · + f 1 t + f 0 , where |f i | ≤ 1. Modular multiplication using an LWPFI is performed in two phases. First, integers represented in polynomial form are multiplied in the polynomial ring Z[t]/f (t). Then the coefficients of the resulting polynomial are reduced. In [1] , the coefficient reduction algorithms are based on a division algorithm derived from the Barrett reduction algorithm. In this paper, we present a new coefficient reduction algorithm based on the Montgomery reduction algorithm. Moreover, we further generalize LWPFIs by removing the restriction on f i 's. We analyze the new coefficient reduction algorithm in this general framework.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. After a brief discussion on related work in Section 2, we present the definition of our extended LWPFIs in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, we present our new coefficient reduction method based on the Montgomery reduction algorithm. We give detailed analysis and consider some interesting special cases. We show a condition on parameters for which our new coefficient reduction algorithm can be performed without any final subtractions. In Section 5, we discuss how the performance of our coefficient reduction algorithm is compared to that of the Montgomery reduction algorithm, and show experiemental results. In Section 6, we consider the applications of LWPFIs and conclusions follow in 7.
Related Work
LWPFIs have been first introduced in [2] and the refined results are shown in [1] . In both [2] and [1] , integers are represented in polynomial Z[t]/f (t), where its coefficients are approximately the size of t. Bajard, Imbert and Plantard have proposed the Adapted Modular Number System (AMNS) [3] and the Polynomial Modular Number Systems (PMNS) [4] . Both AMNS and PMNS are similar to number systems using LWPFIs in that they use low-weight polynomial form moduli. However, integers are represented quite differently in such number systems. In AMNS, arithmetic operations are efficient for careful choice of the parameters. It is shown in [3] that the modular multiplication in AMNS is more efficient than the usual modular multiplication of integers using the Montgomery reduction algorithm. The main drawback of PMNS is that it requires a large look-up table for coefficient reduction.
Extended Definition of Low-Weight Polynomial Form Integers
In [1] , LWPFIs are defined as integers expressed in low-weight, monic polynomial form: p = f (t) = t l + f l−1 t l−1 + · · · + f 1 t + f 0 , where l ≥ 2, f i ∈ {0, ±1} and t > 2(2 2l+1 − 1)(2 l − 1). Here we loosen the restriction on f i 's so that |f i | ≤ ξ for some small positive integer ξ < t. The condition t > 2(2 2l+1 − 1)(2 l − 1) ≈ 2 3l+2 is applied in [1] due to the use of coefficient reduction based on the Barrett division algorithm. However, such a condition is not needed in our improved coefficient reduction presented here. In this paper, we work in this general framework and narrow down conditions on parameters that allow efficient implementation of modular arithmetic modulo an LWPFI.
, where t is a positive integer and |f i | ≤ ξ for some small positive integer ξ < t, p = f (t) is a low-weight polynomial form integer.
In modular arithmetic based on LWPFI moduli, we express elements of Z p as polynomials in Z[t]/f (t). Such a representation always exists for any element in Z p using coefficients at most (t + ξ)/2 in magnitude.
Proposition 1 For any integer
It follows that
It is easy to see that 2ψ − ξ = t − 1 does not satisfy the above inequality, but 2ψ − ξ ≥ t does. Therefore
We let ψ min = (t + ξ)/2. However, in practice, the magnitudes of the coefficients do not have to be limited to ψ min . To find a polynomial that corresponds to a given integer, Algorithm 1 can be used. The resulting polynomial has coefficients that are at most (t/2+ξ) in magnitude. Since t/2 + ξ > ψ min , Algorithm 1 results in a slightly redundant representation.
Algorithm 1 Conversion to Polynomial Form
Find c i and x i such that c i−1 = c i t + x i , where −t/2 ≤ x i < t/2. 4: end for 5: for i from 0 to l − 1 do 6:
Modular Multiplication Using LWPFI moduli
In this section, we present an efficient modular multiplication scheme using LWPFI moduli. The modular multiplication using LWPFI moduli is performed in the following steps.
POLY-MULT:ẑ(t) = x(t) · y(t).
2. POLY-REDC: z (t) =ẑ(t) mod f (t).
COEFF-REDC: coefficient reduction of z (t).
The above modular multiplication scheme is called the LWPFI modular multiplication. POLY-MULT step can be performed by at most l 2 multiplications of coefficients using the schoolbook method. Sub-quadratic multiplication algorithms may be applied to achieve better performance [5, 6, 7, 8] . POLY-REDC step requires at most (l − 1)τ constant multiplications by integers at most ξ in magnitude, where τ is the number of non-zero f i 's. The range of f i we use here is larger than that in [1] . Note that, due to this extended range for f i 's, our POLY-REDC step is potentially slower than that in [1] . However, we will not go over the details on POLY-REDC and focus only on the establishment of a new coefficient reduction algorithm based on the Montgomery reduction algorithm. For fixed f (t), one may consider combining POLY-MULT and POLY-REDC steps for better performance as we propose in [1] .
Suppose that the coefficients of x(t) and y(t) are at most ψ in magnitude. It easily follows that the result of POLY-REDC has coefficients that are at most ψ 2 ((ξ + 1) l − 1)/ξ in magnitude as shown in Proposition 2. Throughout this paper, we will use λ to denote
Proof: Let x(t) and y(t) be the polynomials whose coefficients are at most ψ in magnitude. Letẑ 
i=0 t i and the maximum coefficient is at z l−1 . In this case, it can be shown that max{(z l−1 )} = Γ l−1 ψ 2 , where
In Section 4.6, we discuss how the value ψ is related to other parameters, t, ξ and l. In [1] , ψ = t+2 l+2 −2 is fixed and a division algorithm derived from the Barrett reduction algorithm is used to perform COEFF-REDC step. In this work, we apply the Montgomery reduction algorithm to perform COEFF-REDC step and determine appropriate value ψ.
Note that the output of our COEFF-REDC based on the Montgomery reduction algorithm (MONT-COEFF-REDC) is different from the output from Algorithm 5 in [1] . In [1] , Algorithm 5 computes z(t) such that
, where b is the radix used to represent coefficients of polynomials in Z[t]/f (t) and q is a positive integer. Consider two integersx(t)
. These are the transformation of x(t) and y(t) to the so-called the Montgomery domain. The direct product ofx(t) and
, whose coefficients are at most ψ. Note that the result is the transformation of x(t)y(t) to the Montgomery domain. We discuss the relationship between the value q and other parameters of LWPFI in Section 4.6.
Montgomery Reduction Algorithm
The Montgomery algorithm performs modular reduction without using any division instruction of the underlying processor [9] . Let m be a modulus, and T be a positive integer which is to be reduced. We choose an integer R such that R > m, gcd(m, R) = 1 and 0 ≤ T < mR.
Algorithm 2 Montgomery Algorithm for Integers Reduction (MAIR)
for i from 0 to q − 1 do 3:
In each iteration of Algorithm 2, a multiple of the modulus M is added to T i such that the least significant digit becomes zero. Then, the division of T i+1 by b can be performed simply by shifting all digits of T by one place to the right. If q is chosen to be the digit length of T , then it can be easily shown that T q ∈ [0, 2m). Therefore, one final subtraction by m may be required to output an integer within [0, m). Some researchers have proposed ways to eliminate this final subtraction [10, 11, 12] . Walter proposed using q such that 2m < b q−1 [13] . Hachez and Quisquater improved this condition to m < b q−1 for b = 2 [14] . Walter improved this condition again to 4m < b q [15] . Line 3 of MAIR requires one singleprecision multiplication and line 4 requires k singleprecision multiplications, where k is the digit length of m. Therefore, MAIR requires a total of q(k+1) singleprecision multiplications.
COEFF-REDC based on Montgomery Reduction Algorithm
Here, we construct a new coefficient reduction algorithm which is similar to Algorithm 2. Given an input polynomial z (t) of degree (l − 1), our new algorithm computes a polynomial whose evaluation at t is congruent to z (t) · b −q mod p. Before, we begin the description of a new coefficient reduction algorithm, we clarify notations that we use in this paper. Let u and v be the column vectors in Z l such that the following condition is satisfied:
Then we say u is congruent to v modulo p and write as u ∼ =p v. We slightly abuse this notation and write as
We use '≡', to express elementwise congruence relation, i.e., u ≡ v (mod b). In " u mod b", modulo operation applies to each element of u.
Let x(t) = (x l−1 , . . . , x 1 , x 0 ) t be the result of POLY-REDC step and b be the radix used for representing x i 's. When performing multiplication in GF (p)[t]/f (t), we can apply Algorithm 2 individually to each coefficient to reduce them modulo p. However, individual reduction of coefficients does not output correct results when working in Z[t]/f (t). To reduce coefficients in Z[t]/f (t), we must apply the Montgomery reduction algorithm to all coefficients simultaneously.
The coefficient reduction is closely related to the closest vector problem from lattice theory. A lattice L is a discrete subgroup of
For our purpose, we assume that L is a full-rank, integral lattice.
Suppose v i ∼ = p 0 (mod p) for all i = 1, . . . , l. Then all the lattice points in L represent 0 modulo p. Let x be a vector whose elements are the coefficients of x(t). Suppose y ∈ L( V ) is the closest lattice point (with respect to L ∞ norm) to x, then z = x− y belongs to the fundamental domain of L. The coordinate values of z forms a polynomial z(t) such that z(t) ≡ x(t) (mod p) and it has only reasonably small coefficients. However, closest vector problem is believed to be NPhard. There are polynomial time algorithms that give approximate solutions [16] , but they require arithmetic using floating point or rational numbers and are too cumbersome to use for our purposes.
Rather than solving the closest vector problem, we search for z such that x ∼ =p z ·b q (mod p) and the elements of z are reasonably small. Below we show how to find such a vector z using a method similar to the Montgomery reduction algorithm. This approach requires only simple integer arithmetic and enjoys good features of the Montgomery reduction algorithm for integers. Algorithm 3 shows our Montgomery reduction algorithm adapted to perform COEFF-REDC step. Note that we have used x (i) q to denote the element of x q at the i-th row in Algorithm 3. Moreover, F is an l × l integral matrix such that the following holds for any column vectors x and u ∈ Z l :
2: for i from 0 to q − 1 do 3:
4:
A non-trivial matrix F that satisfies (2) can be constructed by collecting l column vectors that are congruent to 0 modulo p. Such a matrix F must be invertible modulo b, since we need F = −F −1 mod b in line 3 of Algorithm 3. The invertibility of F modulo b can be verified by checking if det F = 0 and the determinant has no common factor with b, i.e., gcd(det F, b) = 1.
Theorem 1 Algorithm 3 returns z(t) ≡ x(t) · b −q (mod p).
Proof: It is easily seen that each iteration of Algorithm 3 computes the following:
Since F is a collection of column vectors that are congruent to 0 modulo p, adding any integral linear combination of the column vectors in F to x i does not change its value in Z p . Hence, (3) is exact and requires no division, since
Therefore,
In Algorithm 3, the process (3) is performed iteratively q times starting with
. This is quite similar to the original Montgomery reduction algorithm. The only difference is that Algorithm 3 uses vectors and matrix, while the original Montgomery reduction algorithm deals with integers.
At this point, a number of questions arise: what are the conditions for q such that x q are sufficiently reduced, so that the result can be used as input to the subsequent LWPFI modular multiplications? How do we construct the matrix F ? Is Algorithm 3 efficient? Can we eliminate the final subtractions? We answer these questions in the following.
Construction of F and Analysis of
Algorithm 3
We have constructed the matrix F such that the column vectors of F are congruent to 0 modulo p, i.e., Proof: We perform some elementary row operations on both sides of I l · F = F , where I l is an l × l identity matrix, to obtain
where
Using the fact that the determinant of a triangular matrix is the product of all diagonal entries, we easily obtain that det (F ) = −C 0 = −f (t) and F is invertible modulo b if and only if gcd(f (t), b) = 1 and f (t) = 0. We remark that this invertibility condition of F modulo b is always satisfied when p = f (t) is an odd number, for an even radix b.
We analyze the performance of Algorithm 3 in terms of the number of single-precision multiplications and single-precision additions/subtractions. The overhead caused by additions and subtractions shall not be ignored. Additions and subtractions are ignored in many literature, however, the difference between addition/subtraction and multiplication is not significant in many modern microprocessors. The latency of add and sub instructions is only one clock cycle on Intel Pentium 4 Family 4 processors. However, when long integer addition operation is performed, they are used only when adding or subtracting the least significant digits. The rest of the digits are added or subtracted with slow adc (add with carry) and sbb (subtract with borrow) instructions, whose latency is 10 clock cycles. These instructions are only 9% faster than mul instruction, whose latency is 11 clock cycles [17] .
For convenience, we use Intel x86 instructions mul, add and adc to denote the following operations:
• mul: single-precision multiplication,
• add: addition/subtraction without carry/borrow,
• adc: addition/subtraction with carry/borrow. When multiplying n-digit integer with a single-digit integer, it is clear that n mul instructions are required. The numbers of required add and adc instructions are 1 and (n − 1), respectively. When adding i-digit and j-digit integers, the required number of add and adc instructions are one and min (i, j), respectively, assuming that carry does not propagate more than one digit place above the most significant digit of the shorter operand. The probability of having carry above the most significant digit place of the shorter integer is 1/2. The probability that the carry will propagate one more digit place is only 1/b. Similar argument holds for subtracting two long integers.
Straightforward computation of u i = −F −1 · x i mod b requires l 2 mul and (l 2 − l) add instructions. However, exploiting the special structure of F , we can compute u i using only (2l−1) mul and 2(l−1) add instructions, provided that we are allowed to have l-digit pre-computed values that depend on the coefficients of f (t) and the value t.
Theorem 2
The computation u i = −F −1 · x i mod b can be performed using only (2l − 1) mul and 2(l − 1) add instructions, using l-digit pre-computed values that depend only on the coefficients of f (t) and the value t.
Proof: Further row operations from (6) easily reveals the exact form of F = −F −1 as follows:
where,
The matrix-vector product 
Algorithm 4 explicitly shows how u i is computed using (2l−1) mul and 2(l−1) add instructions. Since l ≥ 2, Algorithm 4 always performs better than the straightforward matrix-vector product, which requires l 2 mul and (l 2 − l) add instructions. We analyze the line 4 of Algorithm 3. Since each row of F contains only one t and f i , the matrix-vector product F · u i requires l multiplications of t and f i 's by a 1-digit integer, and some additions/subtractions. Let n and k (≤ n) be the digit length of t and f i , respectively and let τ be the number of non-zero f i 's in f (t). Then the number of mul required in line 4 is (ln+τ k).
Algorithm 4 Computing
(1 mul) 9: for i from 1 to l − 1 do 10:
If f i 's are small powers of 2 or integers with very small Hamming weight, multiplications by f i 's can be efficiently computed, replacing τ k multiplications with τ bit shifts.
We now count the numbers of add and adc instructions in line 4. There are l multiplications of t with single-digit integers from u i , and the total numbers of add and adc instructions required in this computation are l and l(n − 1), respectively. There are τ multiplications of f i with one digit integer from u i , and the total numbers of add and adc instructions are τ and τ (k − 1), respectively. The matrix vector product F · u i involves (l − 1) additions/subtractions of (n + 1)-digit integer and a single digit integer. This can be computed with (l − 1) add and adc instructions. There are τ additions/subtractions of an (n + 1)-digit integer with a (k + 1)-digit integer. Since k ≤ n by definition, this computation requires τ add and τ (k + 1) adc instructions. So far, the numbers of add and adc instructions in F · u i have been counted. It only remains to add F · u i to x i . This computation requires l add and l(n +1) adc instructions. In total, the numbers of add and adc instructions required in line 4 are 3l + 2τ − 1 and l(2n + 1) + 2τ k − 1, respectively.
The total number of mul, add and adc instructions required in Algorithm 3, not considering the final subtraction step, is summarized as follows:
Conversions to and from the Montgomery Domain
To perform modular multiplication using Algorithm 3 as a coefficient reduction algorithm, we must transform operands to the Montgomery domain. For
. This computation can be easily achieved by multiplying two polynomials x(t) and y(t) ≡ b 2q mod p, and then reduce coefficients using Algorithm 3. The result will be x(t) ≡ x(t) · b q mod p, as desired. It is convenient to have y(t) ≡ b 2q mod p pre-computed for each p. Conversion from the Montgomery domain can be performed by directly applying Algorithm 3 on
Interesting Implementation Options
We consider some special cases for which Algorithm 3 can speed up.
• Special Case I: t ≡ 0 (mod b).
In such a case, it can be shown that When computing F · u i , we can save l mul instructions and one adc instruction, since the least significant digit of t is zero. The total number of saved instructions is given as follows:
• Special Case II: f i 's are powers of 2.
In such a case, multiplication by f i 's can be simply performed by bit shifts. In line 3, there is no speed up. The number of instructions we can save in line 4 is given below.
#mul save = qτ k, #add save = qτ,
Note that Algorithm 3 requires ql bit shift instructions in exchange for the above saved instructions.
Modular Multiplication Stability
Under some conditions with a q ≥ n, it is possible to avoid the final subtractions using an approach similar to [15] . Due to space limitation, we only give the result here.
Theorem 3 (Stability) Algorithm 3 does not require a final subtraction when q is chosen such that the following condition is satisfied:
where n is the bit length of (t + ξ). In such a case, the magnitude of input and output coefficients will be bounded by Ψ = b q /(4λ) .
A Numerical Example
We show how a modular multiplication can be performed using Algortihm 3 on a 16-bit processor using an LWPFI modulus p = f (t) = t 3 − 2t + 2. Note that f (t)is an irreducible polynomial.
First, we randomly choose 16-bit integer t until p becomes a prime integer.
The modulus p is a 46-bit integer. Then we precompute values 1/C 0 mod b and C i /C 0 mod b for 0 < i < l, where b = 2 16 as follows:
Since ξ = 2, λ = (3 3 − 1)/2 = 13. The number of iterations q in Algorithm 3 must be at least log b (4 · 13 · 2 n ) , where n is the bit length of t + ξ. In our example, n = 16. Therefore,
Suppose the two input A(t) and B(t) are given as follows:
Then,
We construct a vector x 0 using the coefficients of C(t) as follows:
T .
Now we compute
The computation x 0 + F · u in line 4 of Algorithm 3 is performed as follows:
Since all elements of x 0 are divisible by b, we can perform x 1 ← ( x 0 + F · u)/b without using a division algorithm.
This completes the first iteration of Algorithm 3.
In the second iteration,
Then x 2 is computed as,
(mod p).
Comparisons and Experimental Results
In this section, we compare our new coefficient reduction algorithm with Algorithm 2 and show our experimental results. For fairness of comparison, we let the modulus m used in Algorithm 2 be an nl-digit integer. Note that a degree-l polynomial f (t) with n-digit t generates an nl-digit LWPFI.
Comparisons
We use the same technique that we use in Section 4.3 to analyze Algorithm 2. In line 3, only one mul is required. In line 4, the computation of u i · m requires nl mul, 1 add and (nl − 1) adc instructions. Adding u i · m, which is at most (nl + 1) digits long, to T i requires 1 add and (nl + 1) adc instructions. Therefore, Algorithm 2 requires the following number of instructions, not considering the final subtraction:
Note that q in Algorithm 2 is not the same as the one used in Algorithm 3. Final subtractions in Algorithm 2 can be avoided in the case b ≥ 4 by simply letting q = nl+1. In Algorithm 3, we suppose q = n+1 eliminates the necessity of final subtractions. Note that such a value for q can be chosen if ξ is reasonably small.
In Table 1 , we observe that Algorithm 2 requires O(n 2 l 2 ) operations, whereas Algorithm 3 requires O(ln 2 ) operations. Hence, Algorithm 3 does have better asymptotic behavior than Algorithm 2. However, this does not mean that Algorithm 3 is always faster than Algorithm 2. If actual values for parameters n, l, τ and k are substituted in Table 1 , the required number of operations for Algorithm 3 may be larger. However, the larger n and l, the better Algorithm 3 will perform and eventually outperform Algorithm 2.
Experimental Results
We have implemented the modular multiplication algorithm using LWPFI moduli and the new coefficient reduction algorithm presented in this paper using C programming language. We used GNU Multiple Precision library (GMP) to perform long integer arithmetic. We used gcc 4.1.2 to compile all programs including GMP. When compiling GMP, we used --disable-shared option to prevent the overhead due to the runtime address resolution and --build=none option to disable assembly routines in GMP. We ran GMP's tuneup program to maximize the performance of multiplication routines. Our LW-PFI modular multiplication algorithms have been implemented using mpz_ * and mpn_ * functions provided in GMP. Experiements were performed in Linux running on Intel Pentium 4 3.20 GHz (Family 7, Model 4). Figures 1(a) and 1(b) each shows the timing results of modular multiplication using the coefficient reduction algorithm in [1] and Algorithm 3. In each figure, we have also plotted the timing results of long integer modular multiplication using Algorithm 2 to simply show that modular multiplication using LWPFI is indeed asymptotically faster. It is clearly seen from the figures that our new coefficient reduction algorithm is more efficient than that in [1] .
Applications of LWPFI Modular Multiplications
Many cryptosystems rely on the ability to perform modular arithmetic modulo large integers. Among the modular arithmetic, modular multiplication is the most frequently used operation. In most cases, the modulus has to be a prime number. One can randomly try t until f (t) is a prime to use it in cryptosystems requiring modular multiplications. One may find t such that f (t) has a large enough prime factor suitable for certain cryptosystems. We denote such a factor p . In this case, we can embed any modular arithmetic modulo p in slightly larger ring Z f (t) , where we can use efficient modular multiplications using LWPFI moduli. Note, however, this method is faster only if the modular multiplication using LWPFI is faster than the modular multiplication modulo p using usual integer arithmetic. After all computations have been performed, the result must be converted to the usual representation of integers and be taken modulo p .
The idea of embedding arithmetic into a larger ring, where computations are easy, is not at all new. A similar technique is used for efficient multiplication in finite fields [18] [19] .
Conclusions
In this paper, we have extended LWPFIs presented in [1] , and have proposed a new coefficient reduction reduction based on Algorithm 2. Our new coefficient reduction algorithm have been analyzed using the extended definition of LWPFIs. Performance have been thoroughly analyzed. A condition on parameters for eliminationg the final subtractions in the new coefficient reduction algorithm has been given. We have presented experimental results to show that our new coefficient reduction algorithm based on Montgomery reduction is indeed more efficient than the one presented in [1] .
